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Jonathan Lasker’s Figurative Abstraction by Robert Hobbs
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Robert Motherwell , "Beyond the Aesthetic," 19461 
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Jonathan Lasker, Interview with Robert Hobbs, December 16, 2011 

The above statements by abstract expressionist Robert Motherwell and postmodernist2 Jona ha 

r ir dicate how far removed the work and thought of these two painters are from one other. Imbued w1th 

a as a personal quest, and conceiving his art in a highly idiosyncratic language even as it contradictorily 

pts to communicate universal values, Motherwell remained during his life very much a romanti . Not 

risingly, his art's goals were in sync with those of the early romantic English poet and theorist Samuel 

a or Coleridge, who wrote in 1805: 

In looking at otjfa., ofl'lature 'ft.''Jtle I rmJ biu/.:hz, ... , I s '{'.iii mtht!r to ~~·,· sc:di1 U', as it 'l: .. hr asking, a 

.r;mbo icrr/ languac ±: ·r!_:: b:n nh t1JatL1 r.: u(v mdj~ ·e'l..'n" :.Yi. ts, tbt111 ol: ser·:·in· 11 y tMn new. Et·tn 'u.:IJen i'ht· 

liJ!Ur iJ tlr ·me, <'I stil I ha·-.::: ai'UJn_r. a~r o/Js 1 · jt~~lin,•r a Vtuzt 71 w plN1 ommon <..•, re the dim A v..•t7lun;,J 

~{ u ;or:;ottcn or ,idrl. n 'Jhttl of m~ ' inna Nn.t n·,· / I t is .lti 'I intar:s ·n as a Word, a Sy nbol.' It is /lo yos, 

t/g Crtator . • o d tht' Evol" a.n 

~ e Coleridge views imagination as a conduit to a personal symbolic realm consubstantial with divine 

, Motherwell's more secular feeling , manifested ·[f:roug\1 ~he medium of paint , puts him in touch wit 

a he regarded as the self's finer and deeper feelings, thereby enabling him to believe in art as a personal 

latian of u iversal truth . Far removed from this utopian , elitist , and highly ideological humar.list realm, 

as concomitant ideal ization of people 's ability to transcend socially and historically based obstacles 

r lying on inborn values affil iating them with humanity at large , Lasker's art is clearly aware of the 

-: ;dual art ist 's irnits. His painting undertakes the task of rethinking artistic language as one of the 

~ __ minent generators of the artistic self rather than the reverse , as was the case with such latter-day 

- - antics as Motherwell and other first-generation abstract expressionists. Lasker's art is predicated on a 
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remarkable in Lasker’s case for its dry, understated wit.
            After attending Queens College for less than a year in the late 1960s and taking off several years
to play bass guitar and blues harmonica with rock bands in the U.S. and Europe, Lasker returned to New

need to move beyond the romantic definition of art as an idealized communique of individual 

in order to grasp its epistemological tactics . And meaning, it follows , is an ongoing interrogativ 

of inciting Lasker's viewers to become critical spectators who can discern a space for their own 

intuited significance within his art while also enjoying the irony of its intertextual references to othe 

styles and painting in general. Rather than contenting itself with representing discrete moments o 

phenomenal world, this art notably re-presents aspects of painting and its tactics for conveying 

Thus, it is a radically abstract art, capable of approaching form discursively, in terms of encoded 

components placed along its proscenium-like two-dimensional stages, and compositionally, in terms of 

more traditional reliance on abstract shapes and non-mimetic colors. 

Although the Italian semiotician Umberto Eco regards abstract art categorically as "a-semantic 

Lasker 's figuratively abstract paintings, with their pointedly constructed painterly references , mirror a 

of artistic approaches, making his work a special hybrid of a more general and contemporaneous 

abstract style with definite semantic references . He shares this meta-abstraction with a loose! 

group of New York-based painters, including Ross Bleckner, Peter Halley, Mary Heilman, a 

Reed. Together, they were among the earlier groups of artists to respond to postmodern quest" 

formalism 's long-assumed authority, a discussion first formulated in the mid-1970s 6 Among th 

of this group, Lasker is the only one who can be singled out as a figurative abstractionist, and eve 

Halley's work has been grouped mainly with the mid- '80s appropriationist artists known as "Neo 

with whom he exhibited , both artists ' affiliations with meta-abstractionists are deserving of this 

and distinct stylistic designation . The work, then, of all the above listed painters associated with this 

is historically notable for finding ways to move beyond the impasse forged by formalist painting, 

en was still in sync with New York critic Clement Greenberg's opticality, as well as circa 1960s and 

conceptual art, with its emphasis on art as an "economy based on the circulation of works of art as 

hen still in its hegemony. Instead of focusing on the end of painting- a long heralded denouement 

adherents can be traced back to Malevich and certainly include Ad Reinhardt's black paintings as well 

oth the minimalist painting of Robert Ryman and the Color Field art of Morris Louis , Kenneth 

and Jules Olitski-Lasker wished to undertake the opposing goal of finding cogent ways to initia 

making again .6 

This nevv meta-abstraction is also innovative in rethinking the premises of twentieth 

epistemological painting, spearheaded by Duchamp's Tu m ' and perpetuated by Jasper Johns, 

Rauschenberg, Cy Twombly, Per Kirkeby, and the early Sigmar Polke, to achieve a distinctly new way 

thinking about painting. 9 A proponent of this epistemological turn, representing a self-reflexive mode 

of moving beyond Daniel Buren's striped placeholders for art and Allan McCollum's painted surrogates 

address its own rules of formation ,10 Lasker began in 1977 to create an important early body of 

abstractions, which are the subject of this exhibition . The art he has originated can be understood 

terms of the rhetorical device, pronuntiatio, which Eco defines as "the way of stressing imperceptib 

(work 's irony" while "mak(ing] evident its ow quotat ion marks," thereby constituting an "intertextual joke~ 



York and enrolled in nigh courses at the school of Visual Arts(SVA) from 1975-77.12  Toward the end of
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such as paint swatches for color, pi,ctures of athletics for art 's dynamics, words and news items 

traditional content, etc. From other SVA students, he learned of the excellent program in studio art 

California Institute of the Arts in Valencia (CaiArts) , and so he applied and was accepted there, 

real izing the enormous challenges facing any painter venturing into this bastion of West Coast 

Well funded by Disney Studios in the 1960s, CaiArts was able to bankroll a cutting-edge arts program 

uch esteemed happenings, fluxus, and conceptual artists as Allan Kaprow, Nam June Paik, John 

Michael Asher, and Douglas Huebler as members of its regular faculty. The school was also 

the relatively recent Californ ia neo-dadaist tradition , inaugurated by curator Walter Hopps in 1963 

he staged a full-scale and subsequently highly celebrated Duchamp retrospecti ve at the Pasadena 

of Art. The primary conduits between this particular exhibition and the Institute 's pedagogy ere 

Baldessari and Asher. Lasker referred to Asher as "the grand inquisitor against pai · _ 

IS conceptual artist assumed personal responsibi li ty for eradicating the last vestiges o mode 

in all the students' work. Less programmatic in his teaching , the former New Yorker Do 

o had been a member of the famous late '60s Seth Siegelaub group of conceptual artists 

Robert Barry, Joseph Kosuth , and Lawrence Weiner, was more open to traditional pai · - ~ 

two prominent guest instructors. The first was New Image painter Susan Rothenberg , t e 

for her paintings of images of horses (rather than the animals themselves) in works ofte 

into quadrants to emphasize their abstractness. The second was Pop artist Richard Arts 

paintings on Celotex fiberboard made his works insistently physical and ultimately iro ica . .:. · · 
since they were as much about painting and its support as they were about the represe.-· -

matter they depicted . Both painters taught at CaiArts during the spring and fall seme ters - - · = -
this time they encouraged Lasker to continue the move beyond Greenbergian forma ~ ,..... -

begun in New York when he was focusing Rauschenberg 's work . 

Their sympathetic approach and ways of underscoring painting as a dynamic and self-re.oc.:::.,_., .•. = 

than a static noun provided Lasker with the incentive to rethink this artistic genre. H1s 

also encouraged him to counter conceptual art 's derogation of painting as simply 

ays to reconsider it epistemologically, as a means for granting the painted object' 

-governance equal billing with its depictions and metaphoric meanings. "In the 7 -

"there was defin itely a feeling of the death of modernism. both ethically a d a 

to find a ew path . In that way a lot of my thought came from the spirit of the mo 

efforts in the late 1970s and '80s resulted in palmary work representing a major 

of late twentieth-century art at a time when painting was being denounced as ,......."',~'"'" 

precio us. Lasker and his fellow meta-abstractionists fomented a revolution fro 

mative and unsuspected realm of the art world-abstract painting -and Lasker d 

oriented teachers and peers at Cal Arts through the employment of a .... . -; .:; 

weapon and rhetorical platform . Although Lasker was not the only remarkable pai · ~ · -- - · 
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            When Lasker entered CalArts, Kosuth’s writings and those of contemporary  conceptual artists
like Sol LeWitt had alreadyassumed the force of orthodoxy. For such CalArts teachers as Asher and
Baldessari, the enhancement of artistic thought, even to the detriment of the attendant skills needed to

CaiArts ' program-Eric Fischl and David Salle preceded him by a fe\IIJ years, and the some-time 

Mike Kelley was a classmate-he is the only one among this generation of important postmodern 

to formulate, in abstract painterly terms, a clear response to conceptual art's provocations. In fact , 

of Great Britain 's Art & Language members, who at times found in painting a way to extend their 

brand of conceptual art, often through the ironic proposition of employing it in a series of works 

to measure a given work's abstraction according to certain pre-agreed-upon percentages (Mel 

mockingly self-reflexive 100% Abstract (1968) being a pertinent example), Lasker is one of the 

twentieth-century abstract painters to discover a feasible way to maintain a viable position without 

his art with either modernism or conceptualism. 

In the 1960s and '70s painting had served the preeminent New York conceptual artist Joseph 

as a convenient straw figure in his ongoing campaign to legitimatize his new self-reflexive and 

way of working. This new mode replaced the inherited assumption of art's long-heralded p 

putative ontology, with a keen interest in its epistemology. Partially inherited from Duchamp, this 

was applied even more concertedly against art's residual materiality than this dadaist artist had 

so that its status as an object was held suspect even though it was never entirely undermined. 

argued with great conviction that painters were condemned to be mere artisans because at the 

they had accepted the medium as a given category without questioning its means and limits. 

making "art investigations" - Kosuth 's term for his own work-painters were content with its "p 

and became in his view decorators of "na'lve art forms" rather than philosophers. 14 In his lecture , 

Versus Art Versus Culture (Or, Why You can Paint If You Want To But It Probably Won't Matter) ," 

elaborates on the rigors of conceptual art and its ability to stratify boundaries by working both within 

as outside the limits of such established media as painting: 

R t1 IJ, r than p- .\ent'1 f! .ut in·-..:.•ard-tum inr[ -;:co -IJ, as paint:/ u ha ', I sa-7.:-' tl j_,. ne1.~ · 'i.L'ork d~· in.: 
- .._~ ( l J 

quit<' tb: ojJ_f•O:iitc: it brgcrn tl' prr_;::::ss '{fkr..ting outward, tmking ibe context import.mt. I L:.-ga1: tr.; rc•alize 

t') t tbc: isn efor m't '<.! .. YIJ to t''- cnnin< it c ;.t.:.\·t, md in ·IJe prt;t'<J: on ·J.:..•otJ!d bt in-~ .. 1/ · .!ling nuai ing, aud 

u r im.n y, r ality. .il 11 i fllpor·f,111! point !/.u;;, 11/Jcur .IIJ-m/f,•d .. n; 1 im.d arr, "·i..u/1 ~ !Llflt tl ·-;:Jtl,\ 1!C · /yr paiutiiJ ·7 

n01 s,- tiptur.:, b:i sim l; ,;rt. "1
' 

Crucial to Kosuth's overarching program is his requirement that artists should consider their 

and work both specifically and categorically so the persuasive rhetoric and sheer sensuou 

given medium would be incapable of seducing them into becoming its mere adjunct. He b 

should avoid at all costs becoming habituated to a given material and its ability to lull one like a 



realize it, because the centerpiece of their instruction. The son of Betty Asher, a newnowned Los Angeles
County Museum curator and collector, Michael Asher made the museum’s context his special purview
by showing how it frames and thereby determines the way that art is perceived. In the fall of 1977, Asher

ed the staff of three r eighboring Texas insti tutions-the Fort Worth Art Museum, the Am 

m of American Art , and the Ki bell Art Museum-to use t e same parking lot for a t ree-week pe "od 

eir service and staff vehicles. The implementation of this tactic resulted in new acquain ances 

e various museum staffs and meaningful daily interactions between personnel working in the 

useums. Creating a type of derive on the order of the French Situationists' noteworthy e plortation 

~n=>>P-no-geography and sheer serendipity as means to orient oneself afresh to one's own city. Ashe 

omt' ~f:l.•c Ua.ff men beTS in forme Iii<~ tbat thi') bat dmnge I th,· · · abh qf entr?ring or l a. ·~ :ing thL· uilding 

. . . an tbat by us'ng ht' main en!rmztf tbc~·_(o a d tbc:y ··wrT rying tWJi'c· attmtion to th~ pr~·mcr ofthi 

_{)//eai?1J in h., museum. One wmtor,for rxample, told m,• hat :ibc n~Jrmol~ • cnfn·ed tbc• e.v:hibiJicm ana on~' 

IJT7 f . osc! o,; ·a.< ions 1.:.:/xn sl r' ha i ·ur.lt.·d the o.:hihiti fJ 1 hn -df . ._,_,berc 1: now sb;; p.me I hro 10 h I.e c.\" ibitio1 

are rc ula -ly be_, ore . ntcring her 1Jic•. Some oft he Str! mcmt,'r. a!Jo said that he' had h,,,- 'ly t?'j.!tr I km thr.. 

: it it t? noticF ·<:~· nt de n ail mtmn·· of the m 1s um !o'Jked lit?.-.16 

=- s involved with changing perceptions and questioning its own institutionalization, Asher's ork ca 

ly be called "art," even if the art object per se is pared down to photographed aerial views of the 

museums and their parking facilities, together with the artist 's description of the overall project. I 

de ation of the radical nature of this work, one can see how such an artist as Asher would find he 

-=- - e category of painting retarditaire and would be much more prone to proselytizing the merits of his 

eptual perspective than helping aspirant painters like Lasker discover new ways to approach painting, 

During Lasker 's year at CaiArts, John Baldessari , another reigning conceptual artist at the school, 

ned for teaching a "post-studio" class , was on the verge of creating a series of works that would 

__ -~e uently become emblematic for the late '70s and '80s neo-conceptual photo-based art by Louise 

_a er, Sherrie Levine, Barbara Kruger, among others, since it was predicated on the creation of elaborate 

= retical programs as cogent frames through which individual components would accrue mea ing. 

isting of photographs taken every 1 o minutes of images appearing on the screen of his TV, which 

en serendipitously labeled with the first word popping into his mind, Baldessari's Blasted Allegories 

::;"' made the year after Lasker 's departure from CaiArts. The American novelist Nathaniel Hawthorne's 

statement, in which he decried his own inability to remember the superintending morals for whic his 

_ ati es had become celebrated, served as the title for this series: 

Upo1. mv hon01; I m. mt quite sure that I entirely comp ·th£'1t I n: 5 " il meanmg zr1 onu 'if ih · £ d __ 

a!fr o1·ies; but I ren f til ba that I a!"' a; . hat a mt:aning - 6r; at lea t, thought I had. 

--e assertion served Baldessari 's goals well , since it established a precedent for separa · g rom 

-= outcome of their statements and transferred responsibility for creating meaning o 1ewers. ~>~ho \f!.rere 
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encouraged to weave together, in this particular case, sets of visual and verbal non sequiturs into their 

syntagmatic chains . Comprising an allegory by virtue of being a two-tiered arrangement of images 

words in which one type of information appears to offer an interpretation of the other, this series of lin 

representations is almost belligerently conceptual and postmodern in its emphasis on art's catego 

nature, the ability of photography to reference its genre structurally while perpetuating it visually, 

viewers' need to collaborate in the open-ended process of reading/creating the work. This series bee 

a leitmotif for the entire era when New York critic Craig Owens's two-part "The Allegorical Impulse" 

published two years later. 17 Subsequently, Baldassari 's epithet became the title for a 1989 antholog 

contemporary artists ' writings edited by curator Brian Wallis for New York's New Museum.18 

Although Lasker was framing his painterly response to conceptual art's proscriptions prio 

Baldassari 's series, and in fact had met with the artist only once during his time at CaiArts , he was wo 

within some of the same intellectual parameters as Baldessari. These ideas comprised the sch 

overall conceptual universe even though Lasker was approaching them from the diametrically o 

point of view of painting. As he later told peripatetic critic and curator Francesco Bonami , "CaiA 

that time was extremely hostile to painting . This adversity strengthened me as a painter. "19 In retrosp 

this adversity was constituted by an irascible and disaffected audience of professors and students 

would have to be won over to painting in a distinctly new way if Lasker were to succeed. By internali 

this audience when conceiving his early work and responding to its reservations about painting while 

continuing to be seduced by the beauty, power, and sensuousness of paint,20 Lasker opened the med 

to new opportunities. He took modernism 's shopworn verities-particularly its two-fold emphases on 

mechanics of seeing as part of its subject matter-and redirected them to become a distinctly new m 

for thinking about painting both palpably and pictorially. The approach was in some ways reminisc 

au ice Merleau-Ponty's phenomenology, since Lasker's deliberate use of ambiguous multi-storied 

'ariously sited references shifts attention away from the work of art to the very real spaces in which v· 

receive and respond to his rich panoply of references . As Lasker wrote: 

Painting OJl tbr one band brings you l1 ·'·to pby hll ·cality, the actual space '<VI.' all ·n/.,abit. 1he thick oil paiut, 

the bi-d; memi'.)1Wiit • of the sm~ ace constd ntl)• brings you back to whr:rc) ·ou are pl~/5·ically. 1lk)' . ·r real thin:·!'J 

in the rc'td '1.!.-'r;r/d and th<:' are bappe 1ing in front ~[you. But at the same time th< imagt'l)' rifers to otha 

thngs, gives you p ictures, t riggers the imagination, the mf'li iOI)I of something and creates a fimtasy . . . . 7hey 

do deal with physic reality and ill us ion sin. ultaneous0' . . . whe1·eas painting gi·ves you the bo )' tJJ '1.~' ·II. Your 

ou .. n body. 21 

The first challenge facing Lasker was the need to find a way to paint without 

thus becoming painting's critic rather than one of its mere promoters and proselytizers . This 

task depended on maintaining a distance from the material , so that his work would constitute a 

assessment of it rather than a mere enumeration of its delights . This does not mean that he was 



polarity of conceptual art in terms of the then passé genre, painting. “During this period,” he has recalled
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e vas going back and forth from rgu' ation to ab ra tion . The issue was whether the figure was go1ng o 

abstract or referential ; eventually the figure became an abstract 'figure of speech, ' so to speak . ..-n In his 

- • epistemology becomes less a separate and alternative category, as it does in conceptual art , and mo e 

a means for assessing the type of ontology art is capable of affirming . In the following statement as e 
__ ates epistemology with discourse: 

H 'hen I btgan wvrking, my o~jedi·-,,· ·was to find a ~av to nw e painting discursive, mdtr tha mono

tupical I also wanted it to be discun ive on its own terms, mther tiJ m lil lite -ar_ · terms . . . . To me r.h : 

istmtial objecthood was now ·mdy to be depicted as subject matter . .. a poetics if aintin . A po t i <. " ich 

-odd a/..a embrace broad topi~·s, such a memo1y a7!d p ·esence, materia i~~· nd tram rndence, mtd the flatt,-nin 

ent, Lasker moves away from modern abstract art 's hermeticism and its at times tautologicaJ 

whereby it simply restates itself and its mode of being, to become a highly acculturated set o' 

d an interplay of citations already imbued with meaning : codes aware of their semantic horizons 

ble of reflecting on the patterned frameworks in which they accrue meaning . 

sker began this critical process by taking advantage of the last vestiges of modernism still on 

Known variously as Pattern and Decoration , New Decoration and , more simply, P&D, this 

Os movement, which began in 1970 in San Diego before being transplanted to New York 

year, was primarily the brainchild ot fem inist painter Miriam Schapiro, who subsequentJy 

Robert Zakanitch, a one-time minimalist, to whose work Lasker was particularly attracted. 

also interested in the work of another P&D artist, the New York painter Valerie Jaudon. Bolstered 

strategies and Third World (craft) agendas, P&D attempted to revive the Matissean decorative 

odern art, albeit with ersatz patterned fabrics , women 's work , and wallpaper designs . Its strength 

'" ts quest to reconfigure popular culture as the subject of high art ; its apparent weakness-its 

d a kitsch decorative sensibility-appeared to Lasker to be a distinct advantage, one e 

lo mine, since it brings together high- and low-brow tastes within the same work. Kee ing 

on edge, Lasker 's well-informed sensibility del ights in incorporating in individual works both 

and the vulgar, which he values in combination for their overall contemporaneity. On this 

~ tbt. tdgincss ofmy 'lJ.1o.rk do s ir.voh•,' .<omc Iasch. In my ·work I ha ' o' never bt,m afraid f!fkitsch . I think 

(S. ,. ork ojtc11 risk.; being htsch, and the best art also f£ghts the constriction of taste. Such cowu-:mticns 

- .'h. creati~·e asp,, a of nn y hing, not just art. "~ 

·-c. disti ct advantage of distancing Lasker from traditional abstract painting focused on 

alues. Its subscription to kitsch represented a iable subject matter for him because o its 

- :- ·...,eccentricity, thus enabling him to emphasize ·s populist leanings rather than cling to any 

~ d purely elitist preferences in hrch he ig · e ~ g. Once Lasker viewed art i terms 
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hat modern art’s
two-fold presentational and representational scheme to self-reexively depict its medium while delineating
its contents is bifurcated, and modernism’s synthesis devolves into two competing views. These alternatives
resemble the old visual conundrum of seeing the same schematic drawing as either a rabbit or a duck (but
never the two simultaneously) more than it does ia modernist integrated scheme. In this respect it differs
markedly from the overlapping strategies of David Reed’s trompe l’oeil realism and abstraction, which can
be perceived simultaneously.

of overlapping patterns, he in effect had conventionalized it . At the same time, his use of 

deflected his painterly notations away from abstract expressionist brushwork, and its 

connection with artists ' feelings, so that the ensuing signs might become more str 

noncommittal registrations of art 's effects. 

A pertinent example of this approach is reflected in Lasker 's account of 11/inios, the 

included in this exhibition of early figurative abstractions: 
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It is tempting to look at the white figures in this and other contemporaneous Lasker paintin 

and thus open-ended signs, Derridean slipping signifiers so to speak , providing viewers with 

which they can personalize and make their own . 

Lasker 's patterned works assume some of the rigor of minimalist art since they 

outset their physicality as painted designs and sets of discrete and repeated signs trowe 

scumbled on the surface of his paintings. But differing from such minimalist painters as 

Lasker 's images are intended to be both literal and figurative. In addition, the differential be 

ideas in popular culture and the artist's effort to replicate them by hand has produced in 

discernable gap between concept and result that is inherently allegorical , i.e., metapho 

broader ideational scheme. In this situation, one artistic mode critiques the other. and nei 

to popular culture nor the hand-wrought facture used to render them can boast having the 

presented in tandem. These works thus act out ongoing tensions between technology and 

Apropos this tension, Lasker has stated : 

P ;inting ,.,. resents om~~ tbe ~ ut rcn 1.(111/ . of I. c' tm an hmd hi tle ~·r;nt•mp'Jml)' odd. :rlh't.>. 
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jar ·c ucillt-; Ia/ or; it .:mt 't ·-vait o Jo rw ')' -u:ith tbe lwrd. 26 

Moreover, these paintings look like physical objects and mediated depictions so 



           In order to understand and appreciate Lasker’s truly innovative critique of modernism, it is necessary
to differentiate his conceptual alternatives from modernism’s integrated point of view. Doing so requires
a slight diversion from the topic at hand in order to underscore the enormous qualitative difference his
work enacts.
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This distinction can be dramatized by pointing to a stirring piece of art criticism, re·e acti g 

t a-fold emphasis on depicting its formal means as well as subjec matter. I have in mind 

entieth-century German critic Julius Meier-Graefe's insight into the ways Monet's lmpress·onist 

__ o es rhyme with flower petals to naturalize artistic creation , while making nature appea o be 

n a grand painterly pantomime : 

_'v/0( ,,, ~-p .intin~ resmrb :J l ki llt< o/)1o--"r: ; ~;_) i-/1 'i.t'fetlll ban~\' ·n aginl; to h.a·vt x.'sted /Je or~· our 
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-. rcd -~~·i .lin; to tl rJir hu e, sno~·-'l.chi .,' nrf!lt , fit : !.l ·.n for a Pi rrot; to thr:ir mggrd gbldm .'?1 , 

Jbn-tlli - li ·:: r.j1r:xed pbmtt'S. H·e 1Wail tbir flt:r7.:.::·r- ike q mii~l' "••b.·t7 we tnlk. if hi.i cok, a; or prr. nounu 

a lmuisettjh' p(li7 tcr or !I naturalist. In rr•ality l•e iJ l gr>at tl comto1; ·n·hiJ is not afraid !o bow tht 111r!l17u 

io discover an empathetic metaphor capable of transcending the limits of the black-and- vhite 
I minating his text, Meier-Graete may well have felt the need to create verbal equivalences 

ral syntheses constituting Monet's work. Despite its contrapuntal movement between artifice 

re ~ Meier-Graete 's, and by extension Monet's resultant self-enclosed whole, differs significantly 

p stmodern and phenomenological alternatives of Lasker's art and its presentation , depen ing 

v ew of it, as either a physical object or sets of abstracted elements depicted on shallow stages. 

so, Lasker breaks down modernist unity: no longer is one solely a captive of art's magical' a 

pell, for the work changes with the seer, and escape routes are provided tor viewers to jump 

daries by looking at painting as both a decorative conceit and a mental construct . 

s dialectic between viewing painting as either a painted object or a representation comprise o 

ns. which Lasker has termed "the dichotomy between actual and depicted space in painting," 

his concerted response to the conceptual injunction to make art a self-critical proposition, instead 

urrating in painting's ability to become a decorative confection.28 Lasker has elaborated on his 

1ormal and propositional stances in the following manner: 
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were also dealing with an image. So you were confronted with something both literal and metaphorical. For
me, that was the way to re-engage imagery, retain literality while being also metaphorical.31

The ambiguous reference to the viewer's capabilities in this statement can best be understood in 

the astute observation made by the French symbolist poet Stephane Mallarme in his far-too 

"Preface" to his watershed poem, "Un Coup de Des" ("A Throw of the Dice") . Mallarme 

viewed as the origin of modern art's focus on form and also postmodernism's or meta-art's 

recursive texts , including their ability to comment ironically on their formal means while utilizing 

express aesthetic ideas, thus stepping outside their given frames even as they work within 

perimeters. Mallarme wisely noted , "the paper [on which the poem is inscribed] intervenes eac 

image [in the poem] of its own accord, ceases or withdraws,"30 thus making reading a two-fold 

of considering the poem as a series of images while also gazing at the printed text on white 

artistic object. Lasker 's concern for the viewer 's ability to coordinate both aspects of this 

on the need to make paintings distinctively pleasurable experiences and at the same time self

cornpositions . 

In the 1990s Lasker achieves hyperbolic situations dramatizing figurative abstraction's 

to image itself and its own structural modus operandi at the same time it delights viewers with 

de force paintings in which oil paint assumes the decorative perversity of icing on art's 

He achieves heightened epistemological understanding of meta-abstraction 's highly artificial 

he exaggerates the materiality of his medium to the point that it constitutes high relief . 

But to return to 1977, while beginning to formulate the basic terms of his painterly style, 

on the idea of a series of positive/negative spatial interplays. These interlocking polarities ar 

congenial to his nature since he tends to think dialectically, preferring to see the same 

reverse perspectives. Lasker looks at individual terms first as positive forms against a negative 

then overturns the hierarchy so the background assumes the presence of the foreground , before 

once again . In this way he establishes in his work ongoing oscillating and engaging contrapuntal 

able to vivify and endow his paintings with the semblance of the life force by establishing distinct 

cadenced velocities whereby it can be seen and understood. In works from 1977, such as 

and in a number of paintings from 1977 to 1981, the year when he initiated the so-called 

with its characteristic slabs of impasto, subsequently found in such works as Zen for Ben, 

and Romantic Gulf, we can see that foreground and background have either switched places o 

competi tive , so that one vies with the other for a position of supremacy. As Lasker later noted: 
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In such pieces backgrounds become foregrounds, and the slightly abstract yet still guarative images that
emerge from them seem to be poetic and painterly animations of the canvas’s original pristine surface.
Reborn as dramatis personae, the take possession of the painting at its conclusion. In this way, the
painting’s
thematized.
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beginning is metaphorically re-inscribed in its conclusion, and the cyclical nature of creallo rs 

. On another occasion, Lasker analogized his analytic approach as an "image kit": 
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e gmatic glyphs that often resemble pieces of puzzles, as Lasker reminds his readers , and hus are 

of the works' essential ambiguity can be seen as having a source in one of his early enco ters 

literature . As a teenager, he read widely and intensely. Among his favorites were the Beat 

e plays of Eugene O'Neill , George Bernard Shaw, and August Strindberg. Lasker remembers 

that drama depends on conflict , an observation he later recalled when he began to think 

potential as abstract drama enacted by his ambiguous shapes. "At the time I began my 

asker has recollected , "I was not reading French theory, which I only began to inves igate 

and '86. I was really using insights into art from dramatic literature, which I had read as a 

cularly the elements of dialecticism, discourse, and dramatic conflict. My mental paths came 

o er than what one would normally anticipate ."33 Strindberg's work is particularly apposite 

late nineteenth and early twentieth-century realist-and-then symbolist Swedish playwright 

1mpact on such modern playwrights as Eugene O'Neil , Tennessee Williams, and Ed ard 

t ers, and was notab./e for his interest in photography as well as his close friendships with 

painter Edvard Munch and the French artist Paul Gauguin . 

Strindberg 's The Ghost Sonata (1907) made such an early lasting impression on Lasker, i 

1ew th is work, particularly its emphasis on symbols at the expense of dialogue and narrative, 

ale for the allegorical type of painting Lasker initiated in 1977, even though he of course 

with a range of classical and modern dramas. The Ghost Sonata is a "Chamber Play." 

_J wh ·ch may be reflected in the titles for Lasker 's painted cubicles, such as Moody Room 

le Room Occupancy (1978) . Representative of the playwright 's later symbolist work, this 

i three movements, li ke a piece of music, and was intended, according to its author, to 

of Beethoven 's Piano Sonata in D minor, opus 31 , no. 2. Working in accord with one of 

:::. riding goals, Strindberg recognized the need to emphasize the mechanics of expression 

y on his own feel ings being communicated directly. At various times in this work, for 

_ :a acter of the student Arkenholz serves as a frame for viewing the play. Earlier in the 

isions the other characters cannot see ; then the play turns tables on him, involving 

when the Old Man recognizes him, making him part of the dramatic piece's overall 

t t is meta-theatrical play-within-a-play, Strindberg 's Sonata is cadenced to correlate 

signed sets , enunciating each act and accruing meaning through increasingly rarified 

with the Hyacinth room, a chamber abundantly filled with the heavily perfumed flowers 
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Strindberg's Ghost Sonata opposes youth with old age, innocence it guilt, horr r ith 

wl~h sin, ghosts with life, and death wi h love , so that its characters, as the Strind erg 

Szalczer perceptively notes, "are shown as dynamic sets of re lations as opposed o 

thus functioning in an equivalent capacity to Lasker's cast of pa~ nterly signs in his 

atmosphere, created by some of the fluid , shapeshifter-like characters in the play, 

relinquish most of the remaining ballast from his earlier naturalist work so that ambigUity 

the familiar stanchions of a recognizable world, viewers of Strindberg 's productions are 

dramatic crisis in which the comm nity of conventions constituting naturalistic theater is 

are then thrown back on the drama, its schematic form and self-consciously presented 

situation not unlike viewing one of Lasker's paintings. 

Strindberg 's two-fold symbolist approach to theater, evidenced in his attempts to 

stage sets and estab lish situations whereby dreams in turn construct dreams, thereby 

from reality,35 parallels Lasker's ow nderstanding of the source for his dramatic 
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In Lasker's insistently painted early works , white ghostly forms, appearing i such 

Room Occupancy (1978) , are only vaguely reminiscent of Strindberg 's and certainly far 

on them since they interlock 1.11ith the abstract shallow stages Lasker depicts to create 

foreground and background elements. Differing from Strindberg 's residual naturalism, 

New Image figures into abstract dramatis personae. He also stages a metaphysical 

of his work by refusing to provide viewers wi th a narrative even though he sets the 

encouraging them to till ·n the gaps by personalizing them . On a number of occasions 

th is break and to the consequent openness of his work: he told New York critic Raphael 

instance , "There is no resolu tion in my paintings,"37 and he described his work to 

narrative but an incipient image, a possible picture . Also a dialogue .... The separate 

the unity of the picture."38 He agreed with European curator Hans-Michael Herzog : 

both spontaneous and highly conscious . There is th is sp lit between the conscious and 

My pai'lt ing is very flexible , it goes back and forth between the two."39 And he told New 

Madoff, "I want to present the viewer with an i age that he has to recompose for himself. 



          As participants in Lasker’s work, viewers must supplement his forms with their own interpretations.
Lasker wrote, “I’m seeking subject matter, not abstraction.”41 But, at the same time, he also noted, “I want a
painting that’s operative.”42 Consequently, these perceivers’ supplements must be both two-fold and multi-
tiered:
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they are encouraged to look horizontally at the characters before them as potential characters on a 

and vertically at the conditions that determine painting 's continued viability as art. Looking vertical! ', 

viewers can begin thinking about how painting hovers between nonobjectivity and recognizability 

he works are concerned with both the particular core elements of an abstract drama and the distinct 

al and cultural category of painting . The Ghost Sonata's emphasis on the vampirism of old 

r Hummel , who counters the perfection of the young and idealistic Arkenhoz, might be considered 

ossible source for the basic constituents in Lasker 's painting, which literalizes, abstracts, and makes 

ly immanent the type of elements that are transcendent in Strindberg 's play. Considered in this 

_asker's postmodernist pirating of the modernist vocabulary can be construed as a vampiric act 

na·ive revelations of direct feeling are replaced with the masks that an understanding of art 's 

mechanisms necessi tates . Instead of cohering residual naturalist components and full-fledged 

ones into the same work as Strindberg does, Lasker plays otf reciprocities and differences 

abstraction and nonobjectivity in his paintings. 

his subsequent work Lasker extends the dialectics activating these early works. As the artist 

London-based art critic, painter, and musician David Ryan in 2001 , "In my mind I'm still making 

from 1977-80 .. . the three elements .. . [of] figure , ground, line ... have remained my basic 

cabulary."43 The figure/ ground relationship , as mentioned earlier, establishes the parameters of 

dialectic around which Lasker's art continues to revolve . "In earlier paintings," Lasker stated, 

given to .. . establ ishing a very defined order and then violating it with something that seemed 

sis. However, those painting are, I think, very clearly about signs, about knowing one thing by its 

its other."-l.: The impact of this transgression was felt by a number of early collectors and friends 

seduced by the beauties of his initial flat patterned fields and who asked Lasker if he could possibly 

intrusions of overlaying them with abstract figures .45 At the time, Lasker considered this break 

harmonies of the works ' overall fields to be analogous to the powerful despoiling effects achieved 

de Kooning and Malcolm Morley. To this pair of violations a great number of other contradictions 

ed . In addition to the painted objects and depicted illusions that have already been discussed, 

the abstract/figurative and kitsch/high art pairings that have also been suggested, dialectics 

rk catalyze the following substantial number of polarities: dumb and smart, universal and 

ional and rational, firsthand and secondhand [experience], physical and metaphysical , 

proximate , present and absent, textual and contextual , decorative and transcendent , immanent 

. artificia l and real, awkward and refined , unique and conventional, spontaneous and reflective , 

istic and calculated , unconscious and self-aware, drawn and painted, flat and stage-like, 

and biomorphic, evanescent and lugubrious, and generic and specific. Even without the benefit 

I explications, viewers of Lasker's work can readily appreciate the applicability of these opposing 

s and recognize how his dialectics move far beyond a simple bridging of opposites. 

er operative in his art suggests a rigorous assau!r on painting 's stability and art 's presumed 

clear denial of the comfortable decorative perspective Matisse, for example, fantasized 
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self-reexive mirror intending to reveal the work of art’s true face.

about. In fact , Matisse's modern painting is far removed from the many aesthetic and 

quandaries with which Lasker's an assails viewers. 

Beginning with the early paintings in this exhibition, Lasker learned to distance him 

work so that his creation is as much a statement of replication as invention , and autographic 

neutralized, becoming , in the artist 's words , "automatic [spontaneous] and reproduced all at 

signs in Lasker's an reference , without replicating , biomorphic, constructivist, and abstract 

motifs, assuming the role of abstract signifiers for now hackneyed ways of working . Lasker's 

meta-abstraction reduces modern an's history to a litany of gestures . He has noted "warehous(ing] 

signature elements, which are used in recombination " in his ar1,47 to enable him to derive a new 

cliched forms. 

Lasker has acknowledged , "Johns and Rauschenberg were important . .. particularly in 

how they treated gesture. Treating it, that is, in an analytical manner." He added in partie 

methods of codifying touch on a certain leve!. 'M8 This reference to Johns deserves a brief 

work with encaustic reprises, in my opinion, the famous Faiyum funerary portraits made in this 

as well as refers to a literalization of the pun used as the title for Duchamp's last painting 

becomes this medium's tomb. It is not generally understood that in his encaustic works Johns 

creates actual brushstrokes and wax impressions of them. This modernist and incipiently 

acknowledgement of art 's oscillation between present and past tenses is reenacted in a somewh 

way in Lasker's early paintings. He has also pointed to the precedent set by Rauschenberg 's 

Factum II as "doing the gesture once, then doing it again . Being involved with the gesture and 

a thing. "49 

Mining the unremarkable type of doodles one makes while talking on the phone o 

preoccupied , Lasker works to neutralize such marks. One of his goals is for them to become 

referential as possible, in order to represent a sine qua non for the creative process: the act 

making notations on a surface. The resultant phenomenological emphasis on seers whose 

affect what they perceive in an is a crucial concomitant to this type of mark making and can be 

one of Lasker's anticipated results . As he pointed out: 

7he m ul~ is mutml and yet you some-whut ~no-w t. 1t it~f a tool "?r understanding. Indeed, peopl · t J't quite 

get at my p11il tings so tl>e '.itay in a p!JC· r;;,ten?logiwl coudition .... I tJ. ink that pain tin. ?I its best fj ·bi.i 

p henomenological impact ·when you look .t it, experimce th.e confronla!ion and th ~~ . on~· 11ter can star 

to-wards meaning. It is a v isu ,/ t ''i..'ent that str ·kes j? '! ·n a ·way th.at is not l'nguistically d~finable. 50 

Even in his early work Lasker found most artistically encoded signs to be too constrain ing and 

made the decision at the beginning of his career to rely less on semiotically distinct notations. 

such signs are too easily read through for distilled meanings and not replete enough with the 

and necessary ambiguities that keep Lasker a dedicated reader of verse. 



          In conclusion, we might ask how Lasker’s painting is similar or dissimilar from the conceptual art
partially responsible for initiating the crisis to which his overall oeuvre can now be regarded as considered
response. If the conceptual art once touted as the new norm at CalArts was one of the catalysts for his
gurative type
is: most likely
new and reinvigorated
time it incorpotime it incorpo
representation
era of rampant
and politicians
Lasker’s painting
countering denitions
problematic
his paintingshis paintings
and these dialects
and seeing a
picture” and 
placed before
the same time
reconsiders painting’s

r ipso facto one of its unwilling adherents? The answe 

ot, since is art is not just the painterly equivalent of conceptual art but is instead a o-fold 
response to painting in its own abstract terms of representing itself, at the sa e 

tes signs depicting a range of painting styles, so that an irreconcilable gap between self

and depiction is maintained . What benefit, one might ask, is achieved by this breach ? In our 

nd ongoing criticism, where investigat ive reporting has been replaced with opinion pol s 

often react to the perceived realities of these statistics rather than the issues themselves, 

refuses to comfort people with an easily ascertained content and instead plays o' 

of perception . This work encourages its viewers to consider the essentials of a 

ing world and to make up their own minds as they follow the many qualitative shifts 

set in motion. The ensuing differing op inions are schematized in these works as dialectics, 

vary from the basic conditions that differentiate between the acts of looking into a wor 

painted object, or, to use Lasker's terms cited in the epigraph, the differences between ·' e 

"the painting," causing viewers either to conspire with the rudiments of the abstract drama 

them or to take comfort in the fact that painting has been reified into a physical object . At 

Lasker reenacts abstractly the problematics of contemporary life in his work, he serious 

tics as well as viewers' phenomenological positions . 
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